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ENEMY SHIPS TORPEDOED WITH AIR FLIGHT OVERHEAD

There in now conclusive evidence tint torpedo-carrying aircraft cf the

Royal Air Force, Malta, sank a media rased merchant vessel in an axis convoy

on Sunday afternoon in the central Mediterranean. In addition, another merchant

vessel was hit and an escorting destroyer probably hit. Preliminary sightings

suggested that the convoy consisted of three merchant vessels, But when cur

torpedo-carrying aircraft arrived on the scene they found a destroyer a mile

ahead of two merchant ships in line ahead.

The convoy had Junkers 88S and S.M. 7 9s protect inG it, while our attacking

aircraft were supported by fighters. The torpedo-aircraft were not by light and

heavy flak fired In salvoes when they wore four or five rules away from the convoy.

The first formation made a bean attack at short range on the rear merchant vessel*

Strikes were seen on this ship followed by a big burst of flame and smoke. As

the attackers left the target a large column of greyish smoke was visible front .a

considerable distance.

The formation of torpedo-planes attacked the leading merchant vessel,

releasing their torpedoes almost at sea level, Explosions were seen on the bows

and amidships,

The escorting destroyer, which was well ahead of the supply ships, was also

probably hit.

Photographic reconnaissance later showed that there was only one merchant ship

anywhere near the scene of the attack and that is had been joined by an additional

escort of three destroyers.

While the torpedo-aircraft were ranking their attack our fighters dealt with

the enemy air escort. There wore several dogfights. An S.M. 79, attacked by two

of our fighters, burst into flames and dropped- into the sea, A Junkers 88 also caught

fire and dived into the sea, one of its crow trying to bale out from 20 feet. Two

minutes later, the pilot who- destroyed this latter one attacked another Junkers 88

which jettisoned its bombs, caught fire and glided into the sea near one of the

ships it had been escorting. Another S.M. 79 was damaged. Three of our torpedo-

carrying aircraft did not return to base.


